


OVERVIEW
AnniList is a powerful tracking application that 
uses RFID/NFC technology with an easy to 
operate platform, allowing you to track just 
about anything protocol and process related 
 
- No more paper checklists or notepads 
- Easy-to-use "tap, check and go" system 
- Submit valuable real-time data to the cloud 
- Create custom protocols 
 
- Track staff performance 
- Gather valuable data and save time  across    
      multiple departments 
- Track equipment usage 
- Generate detailed reports for inventory and    
  protocol performance 
 



HOW IT WORKS - MOBILE APP

1. Each area is outfitted with an NFC chip 
and assigned a name. 
2. Users are assigned unique 4-digit PIN. 
3. Before service is performed, users will check in 
and download the latest area information. 
4. Users will then "tap" into the room and easily 
document the tasks performed.  
5. AnniList captures the personnel name, time area was    
  serviced and provides a custom protocol 
         5.1 Extra comments and other data can be                  
          submitted through the app as well (e.g. work            
          orders, inventory levels, etc.) 
 



HOW IT WORKS - MOBILE APP

1. Field users select the protocol they need to perform, 
based on their training. 
2. Inside the app, protocol steps alerts can be routed to 
specific individuals (e.g. Maintenance for work orders, 
extra comments for explanations) 
3. Alerts can also be set up to notify management if 
areas haven't been scanned, users haven't logged in or 
scan devices haven't been used in a set duration of time - 
keeping a proactive culture in your facility 
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HOW IT WORKS - DASHBOARD

1. Managers can log in through a SAAS (Software as a      
  Service) dashboard at dashboard.annilist.com, from        
  any laptop or  desktop computer. 
 
 

2. Inside the dashboard main page, managers can              
  view/edit: Room Reports, Mobile Devices, Protocols        
  and Users. Managers will have the ability to remotely      
  push protocol updates in real-time, which will display      
  on the field users device.  
 
 



DASHBOARD REPORTING

1. Reporting features inside the dashboard allow 
managers to drill down into what's going on in their 
facilities. Everything from Area Scan history (graphs and 
tables), total time spent, user activity, protocols 
performed and more... 
 
 

2. The built in goal tracker allows facility managers and 
building service contractors  to input their statement of 
work (SOW) in the system and AnniList will track 
performance against those requirements. Based on user 
scans, you will know if you're meeting your goals, not 
meeting them or exceeding them.  
 



INSPECTION MODULE

The inspection module allows managers to see a 
detailed report with pictures, rating the performance of 
work completed and documenting all discrepancies for 
work order generation and training 
 
 

The easy mobile friendly platform provides quick access 
to inspections/performance reviews with any tablet or 
smartphone... 
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CUSTOMER FEEDBACK MODULE

The customer feedback module can be added in areas 
where you want input from visitors, to help maintain the 
overall satisfaction and cleanliness of your facility. 
Guests can simple send a text or scan a QR code to 
provide feedback, which is then routed to a manager on 
duty. 

Tablet displays can also be installed in each restroom or 
public area - to show the last (3) service times and dates 
for guest who don't have access to the back end 
reporting - providing a modern peace of mind as they use 
your facility... 
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INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY 

 

IMPROVE TRAINING AND 

ACCOUNTABILITY 

 

SAVE TIME AND EFFORT 

 

GATHER INFORMATION THAT 

MATTERS
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